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On the basis of N i.i.d. random variables with a common unknown 
distribution P we wish to estimate a functional TN(P). An obvious and 
very general approach to this problem is to find an estimator PN of P 
first, and then construct a so-called substitution estimator TN(PN ) of 
TN(P). In this paper we investigate how to choose the estimator PN so 
that the substitution estimator TN(PN) will be consistent. 

Although our setup covers a broad class of estimation problems, the 
main substitution estimator we have in mind is a general version of the 
bootstrap where resampling is done from an estimated distribution PN. 
We do not focus in advance on a particular estimator PN , such as, for 
example, the empirical distribution, but try to indicate which resampling 
distribution should be used in a particular situation. The conclusion that 
we draw from the results and the examples in this paper is that the 
bootstrap is an exceptionally flexible method which comes into its own 
when full use is made of its flexibility. However, the choice of a good 
bootstrap method in a particular case requires rather precise information 
about the structure of the problem at hand. Unfortunately, this may not 
always be available. 

1. Substitution estimators. Let (2", .!¥') be a measurable space and let 
9' be a collection of probability measures on (2", .!¥'). Let II be a topology on 
9', so that (.9, II) is a topological space. Finally, let X1 , X2 , . • . denote a 
sequence of i.i.d. random variables with values in 2" and (unknown) common 
distribution P E .9. 

For N = 1, 2, ... , we consider a map TN: (.9, II) ~ (9f, r), where (9f, r) is 
a metric space. Both spaces (.9, ll) and (9f, r) are equipped with the 0'-alge
bra of Borel sets ~(.9, ll) and ~(9f, r), which are generated by the open 
sets in (.9, ll) and (9f, r) , respectively. Probability distributions on these 
spaces are probability measures on the Borel sets and are induced by 
measurable maps from (2""' ,..1¥' , , P "') to (.9, ~(.9, ll)) or (9f, ~(9f, r)). We 
assume throughout that each TN is measurable. 

Having observed the i.i.d. sample X 1 , ... , XN with common distribution 
P E .9, our aim is to estimate the somewhat abstract 9f-valued "parameter" 
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TN(P). For a measurable map tN : :Jl?N ___, gz, let TN = tN(X1, . .. ,XN ) be an 
estimator of TN(P) based on X 1 , ... , X N. We shall say that TN is a consistent 
estimator of TN(P) for P E .9 if 

(1.1) 

where ----" P indicates convergence in probability under P as N ----" oo. The 
more formally inclined reader should view this expression as shorthand for 
the correct but laborious statement that the sequence {TN}N= l is a consistent 
sequence of estimators of the sequence {TN(P)}N= t· If we wish to stress the 
role of the metric r in (1.1), we call TN r-consistent . 

In the absence of any special structural properties of TN(P), a popular 
estimator of TN(P) is the substitution estimator TNCPN ). (This is commonly 
called a "plug-in estimator," but this expression is of the same sad grammati
cal level as "see-through clothes.") It is obtained by first estimating P by 
PN = PN(Xv .. . , X N) for a measurable map p N : :Jl?N ----" .9 and then substitut
ing this estimator in TN. We shall call the estimator PN consistent with 
respect to the topology n (ll-consistent) if for every P E .9 and every neigh
borhood U of P, 

(1.2) 

In the particular applications we have in mind, the topology n on .9 will 
often be metrized by a metric p, so that the topological space (.9, ll) is a 
metric space (.9, p). Consistency of PN will then be p -consistency, defined by 

(1.3) P( PN , P) ---"p 0 for every P E .9. 

We shall study the consistency of TN(PN) as an estimator of TN(P), assuming 
that PN is a consistent estimator of P. 

The metric p in (1.3) will often be the Hellinger metric H on .9. Recall 
that for P, Q E .9 with densities f and g with respect to a common u-finite 
measure J.L on (:!l', J¥'), the Hellinger distance H of P and Q is defined by 

(1.4) 

Note that this definition does not depend on the choice of the dominating 
measure J.L and that H is indeed a metric on .9. If p = H, (1.3) becomes 
H(PN, P) ---" p 0 for every P E .9 and we say that PN is Hellinger-consistent. 
We call PN a IN -Hellinger-consistent estimator of P when 

(1.5) 

which means that for every P E .9 and £ > 0 there exists a C > 0 such that 
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Many results in asymptotic statistics do not hold for all underlying distri
butions P E 9Y, but only for P E g; \ D, where the exceptional set D is in 
some sense small compared to 9Y. For a finite dimensional parametric family 
g; = {P11 : 8 E 0} with 0 c iRk, we may identify g; with 0, and the exceptional 
subset of 0 will typically be small in the sense that it has Lebesgue measure 
zero. On the more general spaces of distributions g; that we consider in this 
paper, there is no obvious analogue of Lebesgue measure for which "small" 
sets can naturally be described as sets of measure zero. Moreover, our 
formulation of the consistency problem as well as our proofs of the results are 
largely topological rather than measure theoretic. It is therefore hardly 
surprising that the exceptional set D in our results will be small in a 
topological sense: D will be a set of the first category in (9Y, II). We recall 
that a set of the first category is a countable union of nowhere dense sets, and 
that a set is nowhere dense in (9Y, II) if its closure does not contain an open 
set in (9Y, II). 

We begin our study of the consistency of substitution estimators with an 
elementary observation. Suppose that the sequence TN : (9Y, II)~ (~, r) is 
equicontinuous on 9Y, that is, for every P E g; and s > 0 there exists a 
neighborhood Ue of p such that r(TN(P), TN(Q)) < £ for all Q E Ue and 
N = 1, 2, .... Then consistency of PN clearly implies consistency of TN(PN ), 
since for every P E g; and s > 0, 

as N ~ oo. Trivial though this observation may be, we shall dignify it by 
including it among the four theorems in this section. 

THEOREM 1.1. Suppose the following statements hold: 

(i) The sequence of maps TN: (9Y, II)~(~, r) is equicontinuous on 9Y. 
(ii) There exists an estimator PN = PN(X1 , •.• , XN) of P with values in 9Y, 

which is II-consistent for P E 9Y. 

Then TN(PN) is an r-consistent estimator of TN(P); thus, 

(1.7) 

We can push this argument a little bit further by assuming that g; = 
U; E 19Y; for an arbitrary index set I and disjoint measurable 9Y;, and that the 
assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold on each 9Y; separately. If II; = {U n 9Y; : 
U E II} denotes the relative topology on 9Y; , we have the following corollary: 

COROLLARY 1.1. Suppose that g; = U i E 19Y; and that the following state
ments hold: 

(i) For each i E I, the sequence of maps TN: (9Y;, II)~(~, r) is equicon
tinuous on 9Y;. 
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(ii) There exists a ll-consistent estimator PN = PN(X1 , •.• , XN) of P E .9 
with the additional property that for each i E /, pN(pN E .9) ~ 1 for every 
p E .9;. 

Then TN(PN) is an r-consistent estimator of TN(P). 

This result also follows directly from Theorem 1.1 by replacing the topology 
n by the smallest topology containing ll; for all i E /. This has the effect of 
isolating the .9; from one another by making each .9; both open and closed. 
Note that assumption (ii) of Corollary 1.1 implies that PN can serve as a test 
statistic for testing the hypothesis P = P; versus P =Pi, whenever P; E .9; , 
Pi E g;i and i =I= j . This test is asymptotically perfect in the sense that both 
error probabilities tend to zero as N ~ oo. 

It is clear that the equicontinuity assumption for TN cannot be weakened 
much further unless one is willing to impose even more severe restrictions on 
the estimator PN. However, the equicontinuity of TN does merit further 
attention. It is often the case that TN converges pointwise to a function T: 
(.9, ll) ~ (9f, r), that is, 

(1.8) r(TN(P), T(P)) ~ 0 for every P E .9. 

We shall show that in this case continuity of each TN ensures equicontinuity 
of TN outside of a set of the first category. As a result we have the following 
theorem: 

THEOREM 1.2. Suppose the following statements hold: 

(i) For every N, the map TN: (.9, ll) ~ (9f, r) is continuous. 
(ii) For every P E .9, TN(P) converges to a limit T(P) in (9f, r). 

(iii) There exists an estimator PN = PN(X1 , •. • , X N) of P with values in .9, 
which is ll-consistent for P E .9. 

Then there exists a set D of the first category in (.9, ll) such that the sequence 
TN is equicontinuous at every point P E .9 \D, and hence 

(1.9) 

Since TN ~ T in Theorem 1.2, we have replaced TN(P) by T(P) in (1.9): 
consistent estimation of TN(P) and T(P) amounts to the same thing in this 
case. We do insist, however, that the substitution estimator be of the form 
TN(PN ), rather than T(PN ). This is because in applications such as the 
bootstrap one often has no way of knowing the functional form ofT. Neverthe
less, the reader should note that under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2, 
T(PN) is indeed a consistent estimator of T(P) for P E .9 \D, because 
equicontinuity of TN implies continuity ofT. 

Let us briefly discuss the results stated so far. Theorem 1.1 makes it clear 
that, as long as we make no assumptions about the speed of convergence of 
PN to P, the equicontinuity of the sequence TN is the key to consistency of 
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TN(PN ). Of course one can reduce the severity of the equicontinuity assump
tion somewhat by placing restrictions in probability on the possible values of 
PN. Corollary 1.1 is an example of this. If TN~ T, Theorem 1.2 provides a 
worst case scenario: the substitution estimator can only fail to be consistent 
on a set D of exceptional points, which is at most a set of the first category. 
Without further investigation, however, such a statement is of only limited 
practical value. Mter all, the true underlying distribution P may be one of 
the exceptional points. Also the convergence may of course be slow near these 
points. Thus Theorem 1.2 merely indicates the structure of the consistency 
problem rather than providing a complete solution. In any particular case one 
will have to investigate whether such exceptional points actually exist, and if 
so, where they are located. It often turns out that with a judicious choice of 
the topology nand the estimator PN , there are no exceptional points and the 
substitution estimator will be consistent for all P E .9. 

This last remark may need further clarification. In applications, the choice 
of the metric r on 92 will usually be determined in advance by the type of 
consistency that one would like the substitution estimator to possess. On the 
other hand, the choice of the topology n on .9, or of the metric p inducing it, 
is completely open to us. If n is a coarse topology, it will be relatively easy to 
find a consistent estimator PN of P, but relatively many sequences of maps 
TN will possess only limited continuity properties and the set of exceptional 
P for which TN(PN) is not consistent will be relatively large. Conversely, if n 
is a fine topology, there will be few, if any, consistent PN , but having found 
one, it will produce substitution estimators TN(PN ) which are consistent for 
relatively many sequences TN , except on relatively small sets of exceptional 
P. If the sequence TN is given in a particular application, the trick will be to 
find a topology which is fine enough to provide TN with sufficient continuity 
properties, yet coarse enough to admit a consistent estimate PN of P. In 
Section 3 we illustrate this search for an appropriate topology and for an 
estimator PN which is consistent in this topology by a number of examples. 

Another point worth noting concerns our interpretation of a set D of the 
first category as a "small" set. In a certain sense, this is indeed correct if 
(.9, ll) is topologically complete. In this case the category theorem asserts 
that .9\ D is at least dense in .9 [cf. Dudley (1989), page 44]. In more 
general cases, however, D may be quite large. In fact, the entire space .9 
may be of the first category in (.9, ll) and we may have D = .9, so that 
Theorem 1.2 is vacuous. We discuss an example of this phenomenon in 
Section 3. Fortunately it turns out that the pathological character of this 
example is due to an unfortunate choice of the topology n. A different choice 
of topology leads to an estimator PN for which the substitution estimator 
TN(FN) is consistent for all P E .9. 

In the preceding paragraphs we have stressed the constructive aspects of 
our results so far by explaining how these results may be used to arrive at an 
estimator PN which makes the substitution estimator TN(PN ) consistent. 
However, one may also approach the consistency problem from a different 
angle and investigate the existence of a consistent substitution estimator 
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without worrying about its construction. For a result of this type, a logical 
assumption is the existence of a consistent estimator TN= tN(X1 , .. • , X N) of 
TN(P). If no such estimator exists, there is no hope of finding a consistent 
substitution estimator. 

THEOREM 1.3. Suppose the following statements hold: 
(i) For every N, the map TN : (.9', ll) ~ (Bf, r) is measurable. 

(ii) The metric space (Bf, r) is separable. 
(iii) There exist an r-consistent estimator TN= tN(X1 , ..• , X N) of TN(P) for 

p E .9'. 

Then there exists an estimator PN = p N(X1 , . • • , X N) with values in .9' such 
that TN(PN) is an r-consistent estimator of TN(P) for every P E .9'. 

In the proof of Theorem 1.3 we construct the estimator P N explicitly on the 
basis of TN. Hence, if TN is not known to us, we cannot construct PN, and if it 
is known, it may not make much sense to construct PN and TN(PN) since we 
already have a consistent estimator TN of TN(P). Thus Theorem 1.3 should 
indeed be viewed purely as an existence statement to the effect that anything 
that can be estimated consistently at all, can be estimated consistently by a 
substitution estimator. The problem is of course to find an appropriate PN. 

The final result of this section allows us to construct a substitution 
estimator in some cases where TN is not known, but its existence is. We 
consider the case where (.9', ll) is a metric space (.9', H), the TN are assumed 
to be continuous but not necessarily convergent and PN is IN -Hellinger
consistent. If TN(P) can be estimated consistently at all, we show that 
r(TN(PN), TN(P)) ~ 0 for every sequence PN with H(PN, P) = & (N- 1 12 ) and 
for all P outside of a set of the first category. Substituting PN for PN we find 
the following theorem: 

THEOREM 1.4. Let the topology n be metrized by the Hellinger metric H 
and suppose the following statements hold: 

(i) For every N, the map TN: (.9', ll) ~ (Bf, r) is continuous. 
(ii) There exists an r-consistent estimator TN = tN(X1 , ••• , XN) of TN(P) 

for P E .9'. 
(iii) There exists an estimator PN = pN(X1 , ..• , X N) with values in .9', 

which is IN -Hellinger-consistent for P E .9'. 

Then there exists a set D ofthe first category in (.9', H) such that TN(PN) is an 
r-consistent estimator of TN(P) for P E .9' \ D, that is, 

( 1.10) 

Because the requirement that PN is IN -Hellinger-consistent may be 
somewhat unexpected, we shall show by means of a counterexample (Exam
ple 3.4 in Section 3) that this assumption is really needed. Ordinary Hellinger 
consistency is not sufficient. It is clear from the work of Le Cam (1973, 1986) 
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and Birge (1983, 1986) that VlV -Hellinger-consistent estimators will gener
ally exist for finite dimensional families .9 where dimension is defined in 
terms of metric entropy. Typical examples of such families are parametric 
families .9 = {Pe: e E 0} with 0 c IRk, provided that Hellinger distance in 
.9 and Euclidean distance in 0 are compatible in some sense. For these fami
lies Theorem 1.4 enables us to find a substitution estimator that will work 
for "most" P if anything does. For infinite dimensional families .9, VlV
Hellinger-consistent estimators of P will generally not exist, and without 
further assumptions on TN, one will generally not be able to construct a 
satisfactory estimator of TN(P) either. 

We also note that for parametric families .9 = {Pe: e E 0} with 0 c IRk, it 
is possible to prove results similar to Theorem 1.4, where the exceptional set 
equals D = {P0 : e E 0 0 } and 0 0 has Lebesgue measure 0 [cf. Putter (1994)]. 

The two main results in this section are concerned with the interplay 
between conditions on TN and conditions on PN, needed to obtain reasonable 
substitution estimators TN(PN) of TN(P). Theorem 1.2 discusses what is 
needed for TN under the weakest possible condition (consistency) on PN. 
Theorem 1.4, on the other hand, operates under the weakest possible condi
tion [estimability of TN(P)] on TN. 

In the remainder of the paper we proceed as follows. In Section 2 we apply 
the results of this section to the bootstrap and discuss the significance of our 
results in this context. Section 3 provides a number of examples that clarify 
the relationship between our results and standard bootstrap theory. Proofs of 
Theorems 1.2, 1.4 and 1.3 are given in Sections 4, 5 and 6, respectively. 

2. The bootstrap. In the setup of the previous section, consider a se
quence of random variables YN = YN(X1, . . . , XN; P), where YN is a measur
able map from il?N X .9 to a separable metric space (..?, s ). Let !J't be the 
space of all probability distributions on (..?, s) equipped with a metric r, 
which metrizes weak convergence. An obvious choice for r is Prohorov's 
metric Q. For distributions R 1 , R 2 E !J'l this is defined by 

(2.1) Q(R 1 , R 2 ) = inf{s > 0: R 1(A):::; R 2(A 8 ) + e, for all A E~( ..?, s)}, 

where A 8 is an e-neighborhood of A. Since(..?, s) is separable, Q does indeed 
metrize weak convergence of probability measures in !J't [cf. Dudley (1989), 
Section 11.3], but of course other choices of r are also possible. Note that the 
separability of (..?, s) also implies that (!J't, r) is separable [ cf. Billingsley 
(1968), page 239]. Our aim is to estimate the law TN(P) of YN under P. 
Obviously TN(P) E !J'l. 

As before, let us estimate P by PN = p N(Xv . . . , XN) for a measurable map 
pN: il?N ~ .9. With PN as the resampling distribution, the bootstrap estima
tor of TN(P) is simply a substitution estimator TN(PN ). To see this, note that 
if the resampling distribution is PN, the bootstrap estimates the distribution 
of YN by that of 
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where Xi, ... , XjJ are i.i.d. with distribution PN. However, this is just a 
description of TN(PN ). The bootstrap estimate TN(PN ) can be computed either 
analytically or by Monte Carlo simulation, but we shall not be concerned with 
that question here. 

Note that the resampling distribution PN is not necessarily the empirical 
distribution of X1 , ... , X N, as is customary for the nonparametric bootstrap. 
In fact, our requirement that PN takes its values in go prohibits this in many 
cases. If, for example, go is a parametric family {P11 : () E 0}, our estimate 
PN = P0N will typically be based on an estimate ON of the parameter () and 
our bootstrap procedure will be the so-called parametric bootstrap. As we 
have indicated in Section 1, the purpose of this paper is to emphasize the 
importance of a judicious choice of the resampling distribution PN so as to 
satisfy the requirements of our theorems. All but one of the examples in 
Section 3 will concern cases where the nonparametric bootstrap fails, but a 
proper choice of PN will make the bootstrap work. On the one hand, this 
illustrates the great flexibility of the bootstrap method. On the other hand, it 
also shows that precise information about the behavior of the distribution 
TN(P) of YN as a function of P is needed to arrive at the correct resampling 
distribution PN. Unfortunately, such information may often not be available. 

With the present choice of (9P, r) and TN , Theorems 1.1-1.4 and Corollary 
1.1 become results on the consistency of the bootstrap. For the sake of brevity, 
we shall not reformulate these results in this particular context. All the 
reader has to remember is that TN(P) is now the distribution of the random 
variable YN = YN(X1, ... , X N; P) taking values in a separable metric space, r 
is a metric metrizing weak convergence of probability distributions on this 
space and TN(PN) is the bootstrap estimate of TN(P) with PN as the resam
pling distribution. As we pointed out above, assumption (ii) of Theorem 1.3 is 
automatically satisfied. 

We begin by noting that the equicontinuity condition of Theorem 1.1 has 
been used to prove consistency of the bootstrap estimator ever since the 
beginning of research on bootstrap asymptotics [cf., e.g., Bickel and Freedman 
(1981) and Beran (1984)]. 

In Theorem 1.2, the choice of the metric r is irrelevant as long as it 
metrizes weak convergence of probability distributions on the separable 
metric space (9 , s ). Assumption (ii) of Theorem 1.2 now means that the 
distributions TN(P) of YN converge weakly to a limit distribution T(P). The 
conclusion of Theorem 1.2 is that for P E go\ D, the bootstrap estimator 
TN(PN ) converges weakly to T(P) in probability. 

The situation is more complicated in the remaining results where we do 
not require convergence of TN(P). The conclusions of these theorems refer to 
sequences TN(PN) and TN(P) of distributions for which the distance tends to 
zero in r-metric. This is not a matter which depends only on the topology of 
weak convergence which is induced by r. For different choices of the metric r 
metrizing weak convergence, r(PN , QN ) ~ 0 may mean the same or different 
things [cf. Dudley (1989), Theorem 11.7.1 and problem 8 on page 313]. This 
problem disappears if the sequence TN(P) is uniformly tight. 
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In the context of the bootstrap, the assumption that the distributions 
TN(P) of YN converge weakly to a limit distribution T(P) is important for 
another reason as well. It allows us to use the (M -N)-bootstrap TM(PN ), 
where M = MN tends to infinity with N, but at a slower rate MN =o(N). 
Since consistent estimation of TM(P), TN(P) or T(P) amounts to the same 
thing in this case, the (M -N)-bootstrap may be viewed as an attempt to 
estimate TM(P) with the advantage of having at our disposal a resampling 
distribution PN which is much closer to the underlying P than PM. As a 
result the (M -N)-bootstrap is consistent much more generally than the 
traditional (N-N)-bootstrap [cf. Politis and Romano (1994)]. Viewed in this 
light, we may weaken condition (iii) of Theorem 1.4 to Hellinger consistency 
at an arbitrarily slower rate H(PN, P) = &p(aN) with aN~ 0, but Na'F. ~ oo, 

provided that we replace the bootstrap TN(PN) by the (M -N)-bootstrap 
TM(PN) with M = a"N2 and that TN(P) ~ T(P). However, with these modifi
cations, Theorem 1.4 is simply contained in Theorem 1.2 and it follows that 
we have nothing new to say about this method of improving the bootstrap by 
employing a smaller resample size. We are solely concerned with an appropri
ate choice of the resampling distribution PN. 

The assumption (i) in Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 that TN is continuous for each 
N will generally not cause any problems. For most reasonable choices of the 
topology ll and the metric r, the distribution TN of YN for a fixed value of N 
would be continuous if YN did not depend on P. The direct dependence of YN 
on P is not likely to make matters worse, and the assumption that TN is 
continuous for every fixed N will be satisfied in all reasonable cases. It is the 
equicontinuity that may be lacking for certain P. 

It was mentioned in Section 1 that for a parametric model go = {P0 : e E 8} 
with 8 c IRk, a IN -Hellinger-consistent parametric estimator PN =PeN will 
typically exist, provided that Hellinger distance in go and Euclidean distance 
in 8 are compatible in an appropriate sense. In this case, Theorem 1.4 
asserts that for continuous TN, the parametric bootstrap with resampling 
distribution PeN will work for "most" P if anything does, even if TN(P) does 
not converge to a limit distribution T(P). 

As we pointed out at the end of Section 1, Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 deal with 
two extreme cases with minimal conditions on PN and TN, respectively. In the 
context of the bootstrap this distinction attains an added significance. Before 
applying the bootstrap one should answer two questions: 

1. What should one bootstrap? 
2. How should one bootstrap? 

The first of these questions refers in particular to choosing the proper 
dependence of YN-and hence of TN(P)-on P. As a general rule one should 
do this in such a way that TN depends on Pas little as possible. Theorem 1.2 
suggests that whenever possible one should normalize YN so that its distribu
tion TN(P) tends to a limit distribution T(P). Any consistent choice of a 
resampling distribution PN will then produce a bootstrap TN(PN) that works 
outside a set D of the first category. To get rid of this set D, one may search 
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for a topology ll on g which is fine enough to make TN equicontinuous on !}iJ , 

and then for a ll-consistent estimator PN. Unfortunately, this step will often 
be impossible for lack of the necessary knowledge of TN . 

The second question refers to the choice of the resampling distribution PN. 
Theorem 1.4 asserts that even if we do not know how to normalize YN 
properly, the parametric bootstrap will generally still work on g \D. In 
nonparametric models, however, we had better make sure that TN converges. 

In the extensive literature on the bootstrap it is usually shown that the 
bootstrap is strongly consistent, in the sense that r(TN(PN ), TN(P)) ~ 0 
P-almost surely. For perfectly good reasons, strong consistency has not played 
an important role in the development of statistics so far, and hence we have 
been content to formulate our results in terms of ordinary (weak) consistency 
r(TN(PN ), TN(P)) ~P 0. 

3. Examples. In this section we shall give some examples that illustrate 
the importance of choosing an appropriate resampling distribution PN in 
applying the bootstrap. The first example exhibits a function TN(P) that is 
continuous in P with respect to Hellinger distance for every fixed N , but 
where the pointwise limit T(P) = limN -. oo TN(P) has a single discontinuity at 
a point P0 . It is shown that a parametric bootstrap fails in the point of 
discontinuity of T. With a suitable metric that isolates that point, the 
equicontinuity is recaptured. 

EXAMPLE 3.1. Let g> = {Pa: 0 s a < 1/2}, where Pa is the probability 
distribution on IR with distribution function Fa, defined for 0 < a < 1/2 by 

(3.1) ( 
0, if X S 0, 

Fa ( X) = 1 - ( 1 + a X) - 1 1 a , if X > 0, 

and for a = 0 by 

(3 .2) F 0 ( X) = lim Fa ( X) = { 01 ' _ x 
a--> 0 -e ' 

if X S 0 , 
if X > 0. 

Let g> be equipped with Hellinger distance Hand let the metric r on Yl be 
Levy's metric. The Hellinger distance on g is related to Euclidean distance 
on the parameter space [0, 1/ 2) by the relation 

Ia- /31 
(3.3) H(P P)= + o(la-/31) fora,f3E(0,1 / 2) 

a • {3 V2(1+a)(1+2a) 

and 

(3.4) 

We are interested in the distribution of the random variables 

(3.5) 

where M N stands for max ; ~ 1 N X ;. Note that YN depends on the underly-
ing distribution through N - a: ... ' 
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Let TN(Pa) be the law of YN when X1 , ... , XN are i.i.d. with distribution Pa 
and let GN, a denote the distribution function of TN(PJ. Then for 0 < a < 1/2, 

GN,a(x) = P(N-a(MN -log N)::::; x) = [F,(Nax +log N)]N 

X> -N-a log N, 

and for a= 0, 

GN,o(x) =P(MN-logN::;;x) =(1-exp(-x-logN))N, x > -logN. 

For fixed N, it is easily seen that TN is continuous at P, for a > 0. Further
more, GN ,(x) ---7 GN 0(x) as a ---7 0 for every x > -log N and hence 
r(TN(P,), ;N(P0 )) ---7 0 'as a ---7 0, so that TN(P) is continuous at P0 • Hence, for 
each N, TN is clearly continuous on !}'J. 

Now let N tend to infinity and let T(P,) be the pointwise limit of TN(Pa). 
The distribution function of T(P) will be denoted by Ga. Then for 0 < a < 
1/2, 

G,(x) = lim GN,a(x) = exp( -(ax) - lfa), 
N-> oo 

X> 0, 

and for a= 0, 

X E IR. 

We find that T(P) is not continuous at P 0 , since lima _, 0 Ga(x) = 0 for all x. 
Application of Theorem 1.2 yields the existence of a set D of the first 

category in (g;, H) such that the sequence TN is equicontinuous at P for all 
P E g; \D. Consequently if PN is a Hellinger-consistent sequence of estima
tors of P, the bootstrap with resampling distribution PN is consistent for all 
P E g; \D. Note that P 0 belongs to the exceptional set D since the limit T is 
not continuous at P0 • A closer analysis reveals that TN is equicontinuous at 
P, for a> 0. 

It appears therefore that P0 is the only trouble spot in the model !}'J, so the 
problem can be resolved by choosing a metric on g; that isolates P 0 . Take, for 
instance, 

(3.6) 
_ (H(P,Q), 

7r(P,Q)- In 
v2, 

ifP,Qi=P0 , 

if P = P0 * Q or P * P0 = Q. 

Clearly 7T defines a metric on g; and the sequence TN is trivially equicontinu
ous with respect to 7T at P 0 , and hence on !}'J, A 7T-consistent estimator of P 
will have to satisfy Pt(PN = P0 ) ---7 1 and for all P E!}iJ\ {P0} both pN(pN = 
Po) ---7 0 and H(PN, P) ---7p 0. If we set PN = PrxN' then this implies that aN 
has to be a consistent estimate of a satisfying 
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It is indeed possible to detect the isolated point P 0 in .9 with probability 
tending to 1 by choosing, for instance, 

if M N ::::;; 2log N, 
(3.7) 

otherwise. 

Since TN is equicontinuous with respect to 7T and 7T(P&N ' P) ~P 0, for every 
P E .9, the bootstrap with resampling distribution P& is consistent for every 

N 

P in .9. Note that this result may also be obtained directly by applying 
Corollary 1.1 combined with (3.7), but it seemed instructive to exhibit a 
metric 7T that separates {P0 } and .9 \ {P0 } explicitly. 

EXAMPLE 3.2. If the class of all possible distributions .9 is complete, the 
exceptional set of the first category, appearing in the result of Theorems 1.2 
and 1.4, is small in the sense that its complement is dense in .9. If .9 is not 
complete, however, these sets can be quite large. In this example we discuss a 
particular statistical model .9 equipped with Hellinger metric H, such that 
.9 is of the first category in (.9, H). This model is not an artificial construct, 
but it is the natural model for a statistical situation of interest. 

Let .9 be the class of probability distributions P on (0, oo) with distribution 
functions F satisfying 

(3.8) 
F(x) 

lim--= a(P) E (O,oo) . 
x'\.0 X 

Let X1, X2 , .•. be i.i.d. random variables taking values in (0, oo) with un
known common distribution P in .9 and distribution function F. Consider 
the random variable 

(3.9) 

and let TN(P) be the distribution of YN under P . Note that .9 is precisely the 
class of underlying distributions P for which TN(P) converges to a nondegen
erate limit T(P), which is an exponential distribution with parameter a(P). 
Let .9 be equipped with Hellinger distance H. Then assumptions (i) and (ii) 
of Theorem 1.2 are satisfied. It is shown in Putter and van Zwet (1994) that 
application of Theorem 1.2 does not yield any positive information in the 
sense that the exceptional set D appearing in the conclusion of the theorem 
equals the entire space .9. The aforementioned paper also contains a direct 
proof that .9 is indeed a set of the first category in (.9, H). Luckily, all this 
trouble is caused only by a wrong choice of the metric p. If we define 

(3 .10) 
IF(x)- G(x)l 

7T ( P, Q) = sup , 
x > O X 

where F and G denote the distribution functions corresponding to P and Q, 
then it is shown in Putter and van Zwet (1994) that the sequence TN is 
equicontinuous with respect to 7T for all P E .9. A 7T-consistent estimator PN 
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of P is also provided. Its distribution function FN is given by 

{
FN(gN) 

A x, ifO <X < gN, 
FN(x)= gN 

FN(x), if x ~ gN, 

(3.11) 

where FN denotes the empirical distribution function and gN is a sequence of 
positive numbers converging to zero with NgN ~ oo. It follows that the 
bootstrap with PN as resampling distribution works for all P in !!IJ. 

In practice, this example occurs in a slightly modified form. Instead of 
X1, . . . ' XN, one observes z1 = (j + X1, ... ' ZN = (j + XN for the purpose of 
estimating the parameter () E IR which is the lower endpoint of the support 
of the distribution of the Zi. When using min(Z1, ... , ZN) as an estimator of 
e, one is indeed interested in the distribution of YN = N(min(Z1, . .. , ZN)
()) = N min(X1, .. . , XN ). Obviously, PN as defined by (3.11) cannot be used 
for the resampling distribution of X'f, ... , Xf:r , since the empirical distribu
tion function FN of X1, . . . , XN is now unknown. However, a slight modifica
tion will work. If GN denotes the empirical distribution function of Z1, .. . , ZN, 
one can estimate the distribution P of X1 by a distribution PN with 
distribution function. 

{ 
GN(min(Z1, . . . ,ZN) + gN) 

_ X, if 0 < X < gN, 
FN(x) = gN 

GN(min(Z1, ... ,ZN) + x), if x ~ gN, 

where gN ~ 0 and NgN ~ 00 • It is easy to see that 7r(PN, PN) ~P 0, so that 
7r(PN, P) ~P 0 and the resampling distribution PN will produce a consistent 
bootstrap for all P E !!IJ. 

EXAMPLE 3.3 (Superefficiency). Another example, related to Example 3.1, 
is provided by Beran (1982). Consider an i.i.d. sequence X1, .. . , XN with a 
common normal distribution P8 with unknown mean () and unit variance. 
The Hodges estimator of () is given by 

f XN, if IXNI > N - 11\ 

(3.12) TN = \ bXN' if IXNI :::;; N - 114' 

where XN = (1/ N)L.f: 1 Xi and bE (0, 1). We wish to find a bootstrap esti
mate for the distribution TN(P0 ) of 

YN = N112 (TN- e) 

under P8 • We equip the class !!IJ = {P11 : () E IR} with the Euclidean metric din 
the parameter space, that is, d(P0 , P0 , ) = le- e'l. Thus, in effect we are 
identifying !!IJ and its parameter space R Let (.9P', l) denote the class of all 
distributions on IR equipped with the Levy metric l. Consider TN as a map 
from (!!IJ, d) to ( .9P', l). 
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If we denote the distribution function corresponding to TN(P0 ) by GN 0 , we 
find · 

<l>(x), 

( 
X + ( 1 - b) eN112 ) 

<I> b , 

<I>( -Nl/ 4 _ eN1; 2), 

<I>( Nl/ 4 _ eN1;2 ), 
if -1 < N - 114 (x + eN112 ) < -b, 

if b < N- 114 (x + eN112 ) < 1, 

where <I> denotes the standard normal distribution function. It follows that 
the pointwise limit G0 of GN 0 is given by 

(3.13) (
<l>(x j b), 

Go(x) = <l>(x), 
if e = o, 
otherwise. 

This implies that the limit T(P0 ) of TN(P0 ) is a normal distribution with 
variance b2 if e = 0 and unity otherwise. Since 0 < b < 1, the Hodges 
estimator is superefficient at e = 0. 

Obviously, TN is continuous at every P0 and since TN ~ T, Theorem 1.2 
applies, and hence the sequence TN is equicontinuous on .9 \ D, where D is 
of the first category. As T has a discontinuity at P0 , this distribution clearly 
belongs to D. Observing that GN 0(x) = GN I:J' (x) = <l>(x) if both lx + eN 112 1 

:?::::: N 11 4 and lx + e'N1121:?::::: N 11 4 ; we see th~t l(TN(P0 ), TN(P0 . )) can be made 
arbitrarily small for e' in a small neighborhood of a fixed e =1= 0 and large N, 
so that TN is equicontinuous at every P0 with e =I= 0. Hence, D = {P 0}, the 
single point of discontinuity of the limit distribution T . 

Of course this does not imply that 

(3.14) 

for sequences eN ~ 0. However, as Beran (1982) points out, (3.14) does hold 
for sequences eN converging at rate N - 112 . To see this, notice that for such 
sequences 

In fact, for every c > 0, (3.14) holds uniformly for leNI:?::::: cN- 112. This shows 
that for eN = XN, for instance, the parametric bootstrap with resampling 
distribution PeN will work for e =I= 0, but fails for e = 0. 

In Example 3.1 we have shown how to deal with a situation like this. By 
applying Corollary 1.1, we find that all we have to do to make the parametric 
bootstrap work is to modify the estimator eN = X N to ensure that 
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which is the Hodges estimator for b = 0, will accomplish this and the 
corresponding parametric bootstrap TN(P0) will work for all e. 

The reason we discuss the Hodges estimator TN is that it is perhaps the 
best known example of an estimator which is superefficient for a single 
parameter value e = 0. Le Cam (1953) has pointed out that one can modify 
TN in an obvious way to construct an estimator which is superefficient for all 
e belonging to a countable closed set in IR. Moreover, Le Cam showed that an 
estimator of e can only be superefficient on a set of the first category in IR 
equipped with the Euclidean metric. Since superefficiency can only occur at 
points where TN is not equicontinuous, this may be viewed as a consequence 
of Theorem 1.2. 

EXAMPLE 3.4. Our last example concerns the question of existence of a 
consistent bootstrap estimator. It may also clarify why a IN -Hellinger
consistent estimator PN is needed in Theorem 1.4. 

Let X 1 , X2 , ••• be i.i.d. random variables with a common normal distribu
tion with expectation e E IR and variance 1, which we shall indicate as Pe or 

- N 
.IY(e, 1). Define XN = (1/N)l::i ~ 1 xi and 

YN = N112(.XN- aNe). 

We distinguish three different cases. 
Case (i): aN = 1. The distribution TN(Pe) of YN is .#(0, 1) independent of e, 

which can obviously be estimated consistently for any metric r on !Jt. Also the 
sequence TN is equicontinuous for any topology II on go = {Pe: e E IR} and 
any metric r on !Jt. As we can choose any II and r, Theorem 1.1 ensures that 
t,_he bootstrap TN(P0) equals the true distribution TN(Pe) for any "estimator" 
eN of e, consistent or not. 

Case (ii): aN= 0. Now TN(Pe) is .IY(N112e, 1), which cannot be estimated 
consistently in Prohorov or Levy metric. The reason for this is that any 
estimator of e has an error which is at least of order N - 1; 2 in probability 
and as a result N 112e cannot be estimated consistently. It follows that there 
is no consistent bootstrap estimator of TN(Pe) either. 

Case (iii): aN = 1 - sN, sN \.. 0. Now TN(P0 ) is .!Y(sNN112e, 1) which can be 
estimated consistently by .IY(sNN112 XN, 1) in Prohorov or Levy metric. If eN 
is an estimator of e, the bootstrap TN(P0) will work if and only if 

sNNl/2 (eN - e) ---+p" 0 

for every e E R This is true for every sequence sN \.. 0 if and only if 
eN- e = &p(N- 112 ) or H(Pe' , Pe) = &p(N- 112 ). It follows that the assump
tion in The~rem 1.4 that ?; is IN -H~llinger-consistent cannot be relaxed. 
The bootstrap TN(Px), which incidentally is the same as .IY(sNN112 XN, 1), is 
obviously consistent. 
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4. Proof of Theorem 1.2. In this section (9J, ll) will be a topological 
space, (~, r) a metric space and TN a sequence of continuous maps from 
(iP, ll) to(~, r), converging to a limit T: (9J, ll) ~ (~, r). 

DEFINITION. TN is locally uniformly convergent at P0 if for every 8 > 0 
there exists a neighborhood Ue of P 0 and a number Ne such that 
r(TN(P), T(P)) ~ 8 for all N?. Ne and for all P E U8 • 

DEFINITION. TN is equicontinuous at P0 if for every 8 > 0 there exists a 
neighborhood ue of Po such that p E ue implies 

sup r(TN(P),TN(P0)) ~ 8. 

N 

For the sequence of continuous maps TN, define 

(4.1) E 1 = {P E lP : TN islocallyuniformlyconvergentat P}, 

( 4.2) E 2 = { P E 9J: TN is equicontinuous at P}. 

The following lemma asserts that E 1 and E 2 are equal. 

LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that TN is continuous for N = 1, 2, . . . and that TN 
converges pointwise to a limit T. Then TN is equicontinuous at P0 E 9J if and 
only if TN is locally uniformly convergent at P0 . 

PROOF. Suppose that TN is locally uniformly convergent at P0 and fix 
8 > 0. Then there exists a neighborhood Ue of P0 and an integer Ne such that 

r( TN( P)' T( P)) ~ 8 for p E ue and N?. Ne. 

Hence, for p E ue and N ?. Ne' 

r( TN( P), TN( P0)) ~ r( TN( P), TN/ P)) + r( TN( P0), TN,( P0)) 

+ r(TNe(P),TNc(P0 )) 

~ 48 + r( TN,( P), TN,( P0) ). 

Since TN is continuous for every N, there exists a neighborhood u; of P0 such 
that for p E u;, r(TN(P), TN(Po)) ~ 8 for N ~ Ne, so 

r(TN(P),TN(P0)) ~58 
for p E ue n u.: and all N . Hence TN is equicontinuous at Po. 

Conversely, suppose that TN is equicontinuous at P0 . Fix 8 > 0. Then 
there exists a neighborhood ue of Po such that r(TN(P), TN(Po)) ~ 8 for 
p E ue and all N . Since TN~ T, this implies that r(T(P), T(Po)) ~ 8 for 
p E Ue. Hence, for p E ue and all N, 

r(TN(P),T(P)) ~ r(TN(P),TN(P0)) + r(T(P),T(P0)) + r(TN(P0),T(P0)) 

~ 28 + r(TN(P0),T(P0)). 
As TN~ T, there exists Ne such that for all p E ue and N?. Ne, 

r(TN(P),T(P)) ~ 38, 

so TN is locally uniformly convergent at P0 . D 
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LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that TN is continuous for each N and that TN 
converges pointwise to a limit T. Let E 1 and E 2 be defined as in (4.1) and (4.2). 
Then Ef (and hence also E2) is a set of the first category in (9', ll). 

PROOF. The sequence of maps TN is locally uniformly convergent at P0 iff 
for every m there exists M = M(m) such that P 0 is an interior point of 

G m M = { P: r (TN ( P), T ( P)) ~ 2 ~ for all N 2 M} , 
and hence an interior point of the larger set 

FmM = {P: r( TN(P), TN'(P)) ~ 1/m for all N, N' 2M}. 

As TN is continuous, FmM is the intersection of closed sets and is therefore 
closed. S}nce TN ~ T, clearly U ~ ~ 1 F m M = 9' for every m. 

Let FmM denote the interior of FmM· The sequence TN is not locally 
uniformly convergent at P iff there exists m such that P $. U M FmM• that is, 
iff for some m, 

p E U FmM\ U FmM'· 
M=l M'=l 

Hence 

Ef = mQl ( MQl FmM \ MQl FmM') C mQl MQl ( FmM \FmM ). 

Since FmM is closed, FmM \FmM is a closed set with empty int~rior and 
therefore nowhere dense. It follows that the set U m U M(FmM \FmM) is a 
countable union of nowhere dense sets, and hence of the first category and a 
fortiori so is Ef. The lemma is proved. D 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. When TN is equicontinuous at P and PN is a 
consistent estimator of P, it is clear from the argument leading to Theorem 
1.1 that r(TN(PN), TN(P)) ~P 0. It follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 that 
there exists a set D of the first category in 9' such that TN is equicontinuous 
at all P E 9' \D. The theorem is proved. D 

5. Proof of Theorem 1.4. In this section we shall assume that 9' is a 
metric space, equipped with Hellinger distance H and that TN: (9', H) ~ 
(.911, r) is continuous for each N. We shall omit the assumption that TN 
converges pointwise. For the proof of Theorem 1.4 we follow an entirely 
different path. Let us first collect some results about Hellinger distance. 
Suppose that for each N = 1, 2, ... , (2"N, S!IN) is a measurable space and Q IN 
and Q2N are probability measures on (2"N,S!IN) with densities q1N and q2N 
with respect to a u-finite dominating measure f.l-N· Let us define an asymptot
ically perfect test for distinguishing between {QlN} and {Q2N} as a sequence of 
tests for Q 1N against Q2 N for which the probabilities of errors of both type I 
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and type II tend to zero as N tends to infinity. Existence of such an 
asymptotically perfect test between {Q1N} and {Q2N} is related to the Hellinger 
distance between Q1N and Q2N. In particular, an asymptotically perfect test 
cannot exist iflimsupN .... oo H 2(Q1N, Q2N) < 2. 

LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that limsupN .... oo H 2(Q1N, Q2N) < 2. Then for any 
sequence AN Esi'N, 

PROOF. We can write 

(5.1) H 2(Q1N,Q2N) = j(qi{l- q~~2 ) 2 dp,N = 2- 2j(q1Nq2N)112 dp,N, 

and hence liminf f(q1Nq2N)112 dp,N > 0. The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
ensures that for every Nand for any set AN E si'N, 

f( )1/2 d f ( )1/2 d f ( )1/2 d q1Nq2N P,N = q1Nq2N P,N + c qlNq2N P,N 
A N A N 

::::;; (! q1Ndp,Nf q2Ndp,N)
112 

AN AN 

The lemma follows. D 

Let P and PN be probability measures on a measurable space (2", si') with 
densities p and PN with respect to a (T-finite measure p, on (2", si'). On the 
product measurable space (ZN, si'N) we define the product measures Q1N = 

pN and Q2N = P!/ with densities n~ 1 p(x) and n~ 1 PN(x) with respect 
to p,N = p,N. By (5.1) we have 

N 

1- ~H 2 (Q1N•Q2N) =f ... f n {p(xJpN(xJ}112 dp,N 
t = 1 

(5.2) = [f{p(x)pN(x)}l /2 dp,]N 

= (1- ~H 2 (P,PN)]N. 
It follows that H(P, PN) = &(N- 112) implies that limsupN H 2(Q1N, Q2N) < 
2, and Lemma 5.1 yields the following corollary: 

CoROLLARY 5.1. Suppose H(P, PN) = &(N - 112). Then for any sequence 
AN Esi'N, 
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LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that TN: (.91, H)~ (.9i", r) is continuous for every N 
and that TN= tN(X1 , ... , XN) is a consistent estimator of TN(P), that is, 

r(TN,TN(P)) ~P 0 foreveryP E .91. 

Then there exists a set D of the first category in (.91, H) such that for every 
P 0 E .91 \ D, every & > 0 and every sequence oN \.. 0, 

(5.3) lim sup pN(r(TN,TN(P))~&)=O. 
N-> oo {P: H(P,P0 ):;;8N} 

PROOF. Fix an integer k > 0 and define 1/Jfvkl: (.91, H)~ IR with Euclidean 
distance by 

1/Jfvkl( P) = pN (r(TN, TN( P)) ~ 1jk ), N = 1, 2, .... 

Clearly, 1/Jfvkl(p) ~ 0 as N ~ oo for every P E .91. Since we would like to apply 
Lemma 4.2 to 1/Jfvkl, we would also need continuity and hence we modify 1/Jfvkl 
slightly: choose oN \.. 0 and define 

~fvkl(P) = 2_fljk+8NpN(r(TN, TN(P)) ~ u) du. 
ON l j k 

We have 

(5.4) 

the last inequality for N ~ N 0 = N 0(k), such that oN :::; 1/(k(k + 1)). There
fore, ~Jvkl ~ 0 on .91, but ~Jvkl is also continuous on 9v. To see this, note that 
for any Pv P2 E .9i and A Est'N, IPf(A)- Pf'(A)I:::; H(Pf, Pf'), and for 
fixed N, we can make this arbitrarily small by taking H(P1 , P2 ) small [cf. 
(5.2)]. Hence, for every fixed N, 

1
-<kl 1 Jl /k+oN N( ( ) ) I !f;N (P1)-- P 2 r TN, TN(P1 ) ~ u du 

ON l jk 

can be made as small as we wish to taking H(P1 , P2 ) small. Since TN is 
continuous and the integral defining ~Jvkl depends continuously on the upper 
and lower bound of the range of integration, the same is true for 

1

1 Jl /k+oN N( ( ) ) -<kl I - P 2 r TN, TN(P1 ) ~ u du- !fiN (P2 ) , 
ON ljk 

which proves the continuity of each of the functions ~Jvkl. 
Application of Lemma 4.2 yields the existence of a set n<kl of the first 

category in (.91, H) such that {~Jvkl} is locally uniformly convergent at P0 for 
every P0 E .91\ D(kl, so a fortiori 

( 5.5) sup ~Jvkl( P) ~ 0 
{P: H(P , P0 ):;;8N} 

for every Po E .91\ D(k) and every sequence ON\, 0. Taking D = u ~= l n<k) 
and noting that D is also of the first category, we find that (5.5) holds for all 
k = 1, 2, ... , provided that P0 E .91\ D. Because of (5.4), this implies the 
same for !f;}J'l itself, and hence we obtain (5.3) and the lemma. 0 
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LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that TN: (go, H)~ (~, r) is continuous for every N 
and that TN= tN(X1, ... , XN) is a consistent estimator of TN(P). Then there 
exists a set D of the first category in (go, H) such that for every P 0 Ego\ D 
and every C > 0, 

(5.6) sup r( TN( P), TN( P 0 )) ~ 0. 
{P: H(P , P 0 ) :o:;,CN- 112 } 

PROOF. According to Lemma 5.2 we can choose a set D of the first 
category in (go, H) such that for every P0 Ego\D, every C > 0 and every 
E > 0, 

(5.7) sup pN(r(TN,TN(P))~s)~O. 
(P: H(P,P0 )5CN- 112 } 

Fix Po Ego\D and take any sequence PN E go with H(PN, Po):::;; cN- 112. 
For N = 1, 2, ... , define 

AN= {r(TN,TN(P0 )) ~ r(TN,TN(PN))} Esd'N. 

On AN we have 

r(TN, TN( P 0 )) ~ 1/2{r(TN, TN( PN)) + r(TN, TN( P 0 ) )} 

~ lj2r(TN(PN),TN(P0 )), 

and similarly on A'N, 

r(TN,TN(PN)) > 1j2r(TN(PN),TN(P0 )). 

It follows that 

[Pt'(AN) + Pff(A'N)]:::;; 21co ,2 e)(r(TN(PN),TN(P0 ))) 

+2 sup pN(r(TN,TN(P))~s). 
{P : H(P, P 0 )5CN- 112} 

Because H(PN, P0 ):::;; CN- 112 , we can combine Corollary 5.1 and (5.7) to 
conclude that 

limsupr(TN(PN),TN(P0 )):::;; 2s. 
N 

Since sis an arbitrary positive number and PN is an arbitrary sequence with 
H(PN, P0 ):::;; CN- 112 the proof is complete. D 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4. Take D as in Lemma 5.3, fix P Ego \ D and take 
s > 0. By assumption (iii), we can find C > 0 such that for every N, 

pN( H( fiN, P) :::;; cN- 112 ) ~ 1- s. 

Application of Lemma 5.3 yields that for every positive o and for every 
p Ego\D, 

limsupPN(r(TN(PN),TN(P)) > o):::;; E, 
N 

and as s is positive but otherwise arbitrary, this proves the theorem. D 
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6. Proof of Theorem 1.3. In this section we only assume measurability 
of the maps TN, separability of (9f, r) and the existence of an r-consistent 
estimator TN of TN(P). To construct an r-consistent substitution estimator 
TNCPN ), we begin by choosing PN = pN(X1, .. . , XN) to be an approximate 
minimum distance estimator, that is, an estimator satisfying 

(6.1) 

for some sequence BN "- 0. If this can be done in such a way that PN: !P:N ---7 go 
is measurable so that PN is a proper estimator, then the consistency of 
TN(PN) will follow, since for every P0 Ego, 

r(TN(PN),TN(P0 )) ~ r(TN,TN(PN)) + r(TN,TN(P0 )) 

~ inf r(TN, TN( P)) + BN + r(TN, TN( P 0 )) 
P E:Ji' 

~ 2r(TN, TN( P 0 )) + BN ---7p0 0 

because of the consistency of TN . 
It remains to be shown that (6.1) can be satisfied for a measurable PN· 

Define 9f0 = {TN(P): P Ego}, let ~0 denote the closure of 9f0 in (9f, r) and 
let T !J denote the projection of TN E 9f on ~0 . Inequality ( 6.1) asserts that 
PN must be chosen in such a way that TN(PN) lies in a ball with center TN 
and radius r(TN, TjJ) + BN. One easily convinces oneself that this implies 
that for any ball B c9f with radius BN/3, we can choose a fixed PN 
satisfying (6.1) for all TN E B. As (9f, r) is separable, we can cover 9f with a 
countable number of balls Bk with radius BN/3. For every m, we can 
therefore define PN as a fixed point of go for all TN in the measurable set 
Bm n r:l Bk, so that PN is an elementary measurable function of TN. As TN 
is a measurable function of Xl> ... , XN, the proof is complete. D 
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